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Introduction

Distributed computing plays a key role in solving computational scientic problems as well as
processing large volumes (terabytes) of data

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. With the rapidly increasing scale

of such systems, minimizing operation energy consumption has become more crucial than ever.
Various approaches have been adopted to reduce energy consumption in IT industry.
Dynamic power management (DPM) practices are switching o technique and Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) [6, 7, 8]. Energy optimization problem with the switching
o idle servers has received considerable interest since the energy consumed in the idle state
contributes a non-negligible fraction in the total energy cost [10, 11, 12, 13]. DVFS has been
commonly used to reduce the power consumption of processors by scaling up/down the operating voltage and frequency of CPU. This technique, however, comes with degradation in system
performance and requires a careful consideration before applied [15, 20].
Numerous researches focused on energy-ecient scheduling policies with the aim to gain the
eciency of DPM practices in computing systems [9, 13, 19, 20, 22]. Due to the continuous
change of hardware design as well as the system infrastructure, the application of DPM remains
an open research question. In addition, several studies pointed out that resource heterogeneity
(i.e. computing processors have dierent power characteristics and performance capacities) can
be taken into scheduling decisions to achieve energy conservation [14, 24, 25, 26, 28]. Those
studies, however, lack of full consideration for the heterogeneity of resource characteristics
and a solution to balance the system performance and energy eciency.

Furthermore, the

resource heterogeneity and DPM application have not been investigated adequately in big data
processing systems.
This study was motivated by the need to take into account dierent resource characteristics
and DPM techniques.

Both compute-intensive and big-data processing job schedulers have

been investigated.
The rest of the booklet is organized as follows.
problems are described in Section 2.

The objectives with respect to specic

The methodology used for performance evaluation is

presented in Section 3. Section 4 briey summarizes the achieved results. Finally, applications
of results are given in Section 5.
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Objectives

The thesis objectives were
1. creating new algorithms for scheduling jobs to computational clusters built from heterogeneous types of machines, taking aspects of performance, energy, and the varying arrival
rate of customers;
2. proposing an energy-ecient resource allocation policy for parallel jobs processing in
clusters of multicore processors; and
3. developing a new scheme for Hadoop Distributed FileSystem (HDFS) data layout to
cope with the energy ineciency when MapReduce workloads are executed by a Hadoop
YARN cluster.
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Methodology

The purpose of the thesis was to develop new scheduling algorithms for computational clusters
and a new data layout scheme for HDFS. Therefore, a practical methodology was applied to
reach the aims,

•

dierent scenarios were established to compare existing algorithms with new ones,

•

discrete-event simulation [31] models were created for the scenarios, that is, a simulation
was used to evaluate and compare the developed algorithms. This is a common practice in
the engineering world. Moreover, the batch means method [31, 30] was used to compute
the condence interval of the performance measures in scenarios,

•

workloads that were captured in the real environment were used to drive the simulation
experiments in some cases.
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New results

4.1 Multi-objective scheduling in heterogeneous computational
clusters [J1, J2]
Thesis Group I. [J1, J2] I proposed a set of scheduling algorithms for a computational cluster of heterogeneous servers, taking various aspects of energy, performance, and the varying arrival intensity into account. I provided a guideline on
selecting an appropriate scheduling policy regarding the desired goal of the system
operator.
This thesis addressed the scheduling issue in computational clusters of heterogeneous machines that serve jobs with varying arrival intensity. Aspects to be considered are the performance, energy consumption, and the varying arrival intensity (note that a lot of works only
considered the xed arrival rate).

The problem is that there is no single solution that can

be optimal for all aspects. This work was devoted to heuristics for multi-objective scheduling
problem. Details of the thesis are presented in Chapters

2

and

3

of the dissertation.

Scheduling a job to a server can be done in various ways. A server can be selected randomly,
or according to a specic characteristic ( e.g. performance capacity, power consumption) , or
based on the both server characteristics and customer-driven aspects (e.g. the arrival intensity
at the current time).
Given a computing cluster of

M (i)

K

dierent server types/classes; class

homogeneous machines. Let a server of class

i

i (i = 1, . . . , K ) contains

be characterized by parameters

1 of the

2
performance capacity (Ci ), the average active power (Pac,i ), the power consumed in the idle
1
these parameters are measured according to SPECpower_ssj2008 benchmark, website:
http://spec.org/power_ssj2008
2
the ssj_ops value dened by the number of operations nished during the measurement interval divided
by the number of seconds dened for this interval
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state (Pid,i ), and the performance to power ratio (Ci /Pac,i ) that denotes the server's energy
eciency.
In a heterogeneous cluster, it is a requisite for scheduling solutions to take the resource
characteristics into account. The scheduler may give priority to servers with (1) high performance capacity, (2) low performance capacity, (3) low power consumption, or (4) high energy
eciency. To achieve high performance, resource allocation according to the high performance
capacity priority arises as an eective approach. To conserve energy, the high energy-eciency
priority based allocation appears a promising approach.

I provided ranking methods to or-

Thesis

ganize computing servers and applied them in two aforementioned scheduling policies (

1.1 ).

The given approaches focus on only one aspect of either energy eciency or performance.

To consider the varying arrival intensity, I came up two new scheduling algorithms that use

Thesis 1.2 ).

real-time statistics of workloads (

I oered a suggestion on which algorithm is

Thesis 1.3 ).

proper for a particular goal of system operators (

Thesis 1.1. [J1] I provided two functions to rank servers according to their performance

capacity and energy eciency characteristic. I proposed High-Performance policy and EnergyEciency policy that take account of the performance rankings and energy eciency rankings,
respectively. I showed that the proposed policies outperform other solutions that use dierent
server orderings or schedule jobs randomly. Mainly, High-Performance policy performs best
and Energy-Eciency policy consumes the least energy among alternatives.
I dened two functions to calculate the High-Performance (HP) and Energy-Eciency (EE)
ranking of servers as:

rp (s) =

Cs
, s ∈ S,
max Ci

(1)

i∈S

and

re (s) =

Cs
Pac,s

Ci
max
i∈S Pac,i

s∈S

(2)

, respectively.
Applying these ranking calculations, I organized physical servers in the HP priority ordered

Sp and the EE priority ordered set Se .
j = 1, . . . , M (i)).
- In Se , server (1,j) (j = 1, ..., M(1)) has

set

Let servers be indexed by (i,j) (i

= 1, . . . , K ,

the highest EE ranking, server (K,j) (j = 1, ...,

M(K)) has the lowest EE ranking.
- In

Sp

similarly, server (1,j) (j = 1, ..., M(1)) has the highest HP ranking, server (K,j) (j =

1, ..., M(K)) has the lowest HP ranking.

* Energy-Energy ranking based scheduling (EE policy)
The EE policy picks up a free server with the highest EE ranking by referring the EE ranking
ordered set

Se .

In case all servers are busy, the job must wait in a shared buer for a free server.
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* High-Performance ranking based scheduling (HP policy)
Similarly, the HP policy prioritizes the highest HP ranking servers by referring the

Sp ordered

set. The rst free server found will be the one with highest HP priority and selected. If all
servers are busy, the job waits in the buer for a free server.
After choosing an ordering set (Se or
is given in

Algorithm 1.

Sp ),

scheduling procedure (of EE policy or HP policy)

If it is not stated otherwise, the cluster provides computation service

for compute-intensive jobs.

A job is to be served by a physical machine after a scheduling

decision. There is a common buer to store waiting jobs.

Algorithm 1
for

i = 1

for

→

SCHEDULE
K

do

.

→ M(i) do
if (i, j) is FREE then
f ree_server ← (i, j)

Server classes are in a priority order

j = 1

.

Find a free server in class

i

GOTO SCHEDULE

end if
end for
end for
SCHEDULE:

if

found

f ree_server then
job to f ree_server

ASSIGN

else
RETAIN

job

in Common Queue

end if
Figure 1 presents the average execution time and the average energy consumption with two
proposed policies, HP and EE, and other scheduling options of random allocation, low-power,
and low-performance based allocation.
It is shown that the HP and EE policies outperform others, wherein HP policy yields the
best performance. EE policy consumes the lowest energy. Low-power based scheduling yields
the second lowest energy consumption and performs worse than EE policy. Random and lowperformance allocation methods also consume more energy than the two proposals EE and HP
policy.

Thesis 1.2. [J2] I proposed two algorithms (named the Real-Load 2 and the AVR_ST

procedure 3), which make scheduling decisions based on the real-time statistics of workloads
and servers' characteristics. I showed that the Real-Load (RL) algorithm achieves a tradeo
between energy consumption and service time, while AVR_ST algorithm results in fairly stable
service time and energy consumption regardless of the varying arrival intensity.

* Real-Load algorithm
The Real-Load algorithm attempts to make a scheduling decision adapting to the variation of
the intensity in real-time. If the instantaneous load is low, EE priority servers are preferred
to save energy; when the instantaneous load becomes high, HP priority servers should be
selected to speed up the service.
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Figure 1:

System metrics

To realize the load variation, I introduced real-time statistics in terms of Quasi-instantaneous
load and Average Load as follows.

Denition 1: Quasi-instantaneous load
Let

TW

Let

a(w)

be the number of arrivals and

instantaneous arrival rate of the time window
as the average load of current time window

w

w.

µ

denote the window

a(w)
T W be the quasi-

The quasi-instantaneous load

u(w) is dened

and calculated as

u(w) =
, where

w
λ(w) =

be the length of time windows in the operation duration and

at the current instant.

λ(w)
µ

(3)

is the service rate of the system.

Denition 2: Average load

A(t) be the accumulative number of jobs arriving system until the current instant t. The
arrival rate at time t is λ = A(t)/t. The average load of system at time t is dened as the ratio
of the arrival rate at t over the system service rate.
Let

ρ=

6

λ
µ

(4)

Real-Load (RL)

algorithm (Algorithm

2)

compares the real-time quasi-instantaneous load

(u(w)) to the average load (ρ) at the arrival time of
the EE ranking ordered set

Algorithm 2

Se .

u(w) ≤ ρ, the scheduler
order Sp is selected.

job.

Otherwise, HP ranking

If

refers to

Real-Load Procedure

CALCULATE real-time Average load

ρ

u(w)

and Quasi-instantaneous load

if u(w) ≤ ρ then
CHOOSE EE ranking order

else
CHOOSE HP ranking order

end if
GOTO Algorithm 1

* Average service time (AVR_ST) based algorithm
The AVR_ST algorithm approaches the problem by attempting a fair job-server assignment
such that jobs with short service time demand should go to EE machines, while ones with
long service time demand should get powerful HP servers.

In case the job service demand

is unknown, the scheduler uses statistical measures for its estimation. I dened two statistics
of Average service time and Weighted mean service time used for the estimation in what follows.

Denition 3: Average service time
Let

n(t)

be the number of completed jobs up to current time instant

time of job l,

1 ≤ l ≤ n(t).

Let

θ(t)

be the sum of service times of

n(t)

t.

Let

sl

be the service

jobs up to time

t,

then

n(t)

θ(t) =

X

sl .

ST (t)

The overall average service time

per job up to time

t

is

l=1

ST (t) =

θ(t)
n(t)

(5)

Denition 4: Weighted mean service time
θi (t) be the number of completed jobs and the total processing time of servers
of server class i (i = 1, . . . , K ) until time t. The average service time of jobs served in class i up
to time t is sti (t) = θi (t)/ni (t). The weighted mean service time at the instant t (mean_ST (t))
Let

ni (t)

and

is dened as

K
X

mean_ST (t) =

(M (i) × Ci × sti (t))

i=1
K
X

(6)

M (i) × Ci

i=1
, where the ratio of the service capacity of class

M (i)×Ci
K
X

(i

= 1, ..., K ),

i

over the total system service capacity,

is the weight associated to the class.

M (i) × Ci

i=1
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Average service time (AVR_ST) algorithm (Algorithm
the average service time

ST (t)

3)

refers to the EE ranking set if

is shorter than the weighted mean service time

mean_ST (t).

Otherwise, HP priority servers are preferred. .

Algorithm 3

AVR_ST Algorithm

CALCULATE the Average service time

ST (t) and Weighted mean service time mean_ST (t)

if ST (t) ≤ mean_ST (t) then
CHOOSE EE ranking order

else
CHOOSE HP ranking order

end if
GOTO Algorithm 1
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System metrics
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0.9

The numerical results obtained by EE policy, HP policy, Real-Load procedure, and AVR_ST
algorithm are shown in Figure 2.
With Real-Load policy, the average energy consumption and the average service time are average compared to those achieved by EE and HP policy in the full range of the oered loads.
Especially, the average energy consumption and service time do not have noticeable change
regarding the load variation and remains almost constant (≈1516 Ws and 1.33 s, respectively)
in a large range of loads (0.4-0.9).
The AVR_ST solution also achieves the middle values of service time and energy consumption
at low to medium load (0.1 to 0.5), compared to those obtained by EE and HP policy.

At

higher load, it performs as good as EE policy. With AVR_ST, system performance and energy
trivially change when the load varies.

Thesis 1.3. [J1, J2] I suggested that
•

EE policy is the best solution if energy conservation is the superior aspect;

•

HP policy is the choice when the customer's service requirement comes rst;

•

When operators want to balance between energy consumption and service time in the full
range of the oered loads, the Real-Load algorithm is the winner;

•

When operators expect system performance to be independent of the varying intensity,
AVR_ST can be selected.

Given the numerical results achieved by four proposed algorithms (Figure 2), we can see that
each solution has an advantage and a drawback.
EE policy provides the lowest, but increasing average energy consumption (ranging from 1068
to 1503 Ws) with the expense of long execution time (decreasing from 2.26 to 1.38 s) in the
full range of loads. Clearly, EE policy is an appropriate solution when energy savings is the
most crucial aspect.
HP policy attains minimum processing time (1.0 - 1.30 s) but causes high energy (decreasing
from 1700-1532 Ws/job). Only high performance aspect is held by this policy.
EE policy and HP policy have varying degrees of success with the change in job arrival rate.
Contrastingly, Real-Load and the AVR_ST solutions do not depend on the load variation
during operation and provide medium performance and energy consumption.
Therefore, this thesis claim is a guideline on algorithm selection that can be useful for a system
operator.
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4.2 Energy-ecient scheduling in clusters of multicore processors [J3],[C2],[C4]
Thesis Group II. [J3],[C2],[C4] I proposed an energy-ecient scheduling solution
for computational clusters of multicore processors. I showed that the proposed
policy consumes the least energy among alternatives that are driven by dynamic
power management, while it reduces energy by over 50% and response time by 18%
in comparison to a random allocation.
The evolution of multicore technology and its multiprocessing capability makes the application of DPM practices questionable. This work was motivated by a need to investigate the
impact of DPM and resource heterogeneity in a cluster of multicore machines and then propose
an energy-ecient scheduling solution for serial and parallel jobs processing.
this thesis are given in Chapter

4

The details of

of the dissertation.

The impact of DPM and resource heterogeneity in multicore processors

4.2.1

In the previous thesis, I addressed that server performance capacity and energy eciency
characteristics can be taken in scheduling jobs to a resource-heterogeneous cluster. However,
the investigation did not consider the multiprocessing capacity of computing machines. In this
thesis, the eectiveness of the approach was examined in multiprocessing scenarios, wherein
the two ranking ordered sets

Se

and

Sp

given in

Thesis Group I

were used.

In addition, a question about the DPM in cores of processors was investigated.

I should

note that switching o individual cores is not possible in general-purpose processors used in
contemporary data centers. This thesis was to nd out whether the DPM in cores could be a
candidate solution for energy conservation. Moreover, switching o idle servers has been used
widely in data centers. The technique has been applied in all investigations throughout my
research works. In fact, there are costs of latency and power consumption to bring a sleeping
server back the active state; if a server stays O in a period shorter than the exit latency, energy
can not be saved. Therefore,

servers.

I carried out a switching policy to avoid short sleep durations of

The following job assignment scenarios are to cover possible ways of employing DPM in
servers and cores of processors.

•

Single-job scenario assumes a job is executed by a physical server at the full load capacity.
Switching o technique is applied for idle servers.

•

Full-active

follows assumptions that a job is processed by a physical core (hence multiple

jobs can run concurrently on a machine) and unused cores in the machine stay idle.
Switching o technique is applied for idle servers.

•

Dynamic-active

assumes that a job is processed by a physical core. Yet idle servers and

unused cores can be switched o dynamically.
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Note that to gain the eectiveness of switching o technique applied to idle physical servers,
the number of active servers should be as small as possible. Therefore, in two multiprocessing
scenarios (Full-active and Dynamic-active), a free server with the least unused cores is preferred
if there are many free servers in the same class.
Given two ways of server orderings and three scenarios, six policies of Single-job EE, Singlejob HP, Full-active EE, Full-active HP, Dynamic-active EE, and Dynamic-active HP were
evaluated. Algorithm 4 presents the scheduling procedure for multiprocessing scenarios.

Algorithm 4

Scheduling algorithm for multiprocessing

for i = 1 → K do
for j = 1 → M (i) do
if server (i, j) has

.

Server classes are in the ordering

LEAST free_cores and is FREE

Se

or

Sp

then

f ree_server ← (i, j)
GOTO ALLOCATE

end if
end for
end for
ALLOCATE:

if

found

f ree_server then
f ree_server

ROUTE job to

else
RETAIN job to Common Queue

end if

Thesis 2.1. [J3], [C4] I suggested dynamic power management (DPM) in cores of pro-

cessors can be a candidate for energy conservation in multicore clusters. I demonstrated that
applying DPM in cores (Dynamic-active scenario) can reduce ≈30% energy in comparison to
Full-active, regardless of server orderings.

25000
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20000

15000
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Full-active

Dynamic-active

job assignment scenarios

Figure 3:

Average Energy consumption

Figure 3 plots the average energy consumption regarding dierent scenarios. It shows that
the energy can be saved if a server processes a job with the full performance capacity (Singlejob). In case of multiprocessing, energy consumption can be reduced if the DPM is applied to
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cores of processors (in Dynamic-active). Dynamic-active EE consumes the average energy of

≈

9.28 KWs for a job's execution, while it is 13.5 KWs with Full-active EE. Dynamic-active

HP results in the average energy consumption of 14.4 KWs, reducing

≈

30% compared to

Full-active HP (20.3 KWs).

Thesis 2.2. [J3], [C4] I showed that
•

the server energy-eciency characteristic is an important aspect to reduce energy consumption in multiprocessing machines, and

•

the server performance capacity characteristic is inconsiderate when jobs are processed
by cores of processors. Therefore, I suggested the scheduler should take account of the
processor features to improve the performance.
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System performance measures vs. operation scenarios

As shown in Figure 3, all EE based scenarios reduce energy consumption compared to corresponding HP based scenarios. Specically, Dynamic-active EE reduces energy consumption
by 35% compared to Dynamic-active HP, and Full-active EE saves

≈

35% energy compared to

Full-active HP. Moreover, Dynamic-active EE consumes the least energy among alternatives.
Figure 4 plots the performance measures in terms of average response time, average waiting
time, and system throughput. Figure 4a shows that the Full-active HP and Dynamic-active HP
perform worse than Full-active EE and Dynamic-active EE. In other words, ordering servers
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based on their performance capacity characteristic is not considerate to achieve high performance in multiprocessing scenarios. In case the system performance is the desired goal, the
scheduler must consider the processor features and nd a new factor dening the performance
priority of servers. Though the average response time is higher in the cases of Dynamic-active
and Full-active in comparison to Single-job, we observed an equivalent throughput at

≈

0.06

job/s (see Fig. 4c). Moreover, jobs have to wait much longer in Single-job scenario (as showed
in Figure 4b).

4.2.2

The proposed energy-ecient scheduling algorithm

Thesis 2.3. [C2] I developed an energy-ecient scheduling algorithm for parallel jobs processing in multicore computing clusters. I indicated that the proposed solution obtains energy
reduction by over 50% and performance improvement by 18% compared with a random allocation procedure.
Theses 2.1 and 2.2

exposed that the aspects of the server energy-eciency characteristic and

DPM in cores of a processor play important roles for energy savings in resource-heterogeneous,
multicore computing clusters. This thesis carried out an energy-ecient scheduling solution
for parallel job processing, taking the revealed aspects into account.
Assuming that a job is characterized by

(j, T Sj ),

where

j

is job identication and

T Sj

is

the set of tasks, of which each requires a computing unit of one CPU core. Tasks of a job are
assumed to arrive and depart together. Hence job

j

needs

|T Sj |

cores simultaneously for its

execution. The Resource-aware (RA) scheduling policy (Algorithm 5) works as follows. When
a job arrives, the scheduler selects free servers according to their EE priority and the number
of available cores. Server classes are ordered with EE priority. In the same class, a free server
with the least free cores is preferred. The allocation procedure is fullled if there are sucient
resources to run all tasks of the job. Otherwise, job must wait in a buer and be allocated
later. An idle server as well as an unused core are to be switched o dynamically.

Figure 5 plots measured system metrics (averages of consumed energy, load, waiting time, and
response time) regarding the RA algorithm and LIFO allocation policy (a best-eort random
allocation in which free servers are listed in a Last-In First-Out stack so that the most recently
added server is picked rst).
The average measured load (calculated by the ratio of average busy time of servers over the
operating time) falls in the range from 0.2 to 0.4 with RA algorith. In contrast, it is ranged
from 0.4 to 0.8 with LIFO solution. Consequently, the DPM technique can be applied more
eciently when RA algorithm is used. Numerical results show the proposed algorithm conserves
energy consumption of

≈

55% - 68%, compared with LIFO policy. Interestingly, the proposal

also improves the system performance with 18% reduction in the average response time.
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Algorithm 5

Resource-aware (RA) SCHEDULE((j, T Sj ))

R←∅
. Initiate an empty list of allocated servers
cores_sum ← 0
. Initiate the sum of free cores of servers in R
task _number ← size(T Sj )
for i = 1 → K do
. Classes are in the EE priority order
for m = 1 → M (i) do
. Servers are in the order of the least free cores
if server (i, m) is FREE then
INSERT server (i, m) into R
ADD f ree_cores of server (i, m) to cores_sum
end if
if cores_sum ≥ task _number then

.

Found sucient resources

GOTO ALLOCATE

end if
end for
end for
ALLOCATE:

if cores_sum

<

RETAIN job

else
for

task _number then
(j, T Sj ) in the queue

each server

s

in

R do

do

t in T Sj to server s
DECREMENT f ree_cores of s
DELETE the rst task t from T Sj
while server s is FREE and task set T Sj is NOT
ASSIGN the rst task

end for
end if
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4.3 A novel scheme of data layout for HDFS [J4]
Thesis Group III. [J4] I devised a new data layout scheme for Hadoop Distributed
File System to gain the eectiveness of dynamic power management applied in
Hadoop based clusters. Compared with the existing layout, I showed that the proposed scheme leads to a reduction of over 50% in the average energy consumption
and an increase of 6% in the average computation time of MapReduce jobs.
In the two previous theses, I showed that taking account of resource heterogeneity and DPM
technique can be benecial to energy eciency and performance of computational clusters. The
approach, however, can not be directly applied to a big data processing system. In big data
processing, system performance and energy are strongly dependent on both computing and
storage facilities. This thesis made an eort to coordinate resource characteristics and DPM
aspects in a typical big data processing framework - Hadoop [38]. The detailed description of
the approach is presented in Chapter

5

of the dissertation.

In an ordinary Hadoop system (see Figure 6), Hadoop YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator) [35] manages and allocates resources for big data applications (e.g. Mapreduce) that
access and compute big data stored in the HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System).

The

HDFS components (NameNode and DataNodes) and YARN elements (ResourceManager and
NodeManagers) are collocated in a cluster of servers.

We supposed the NameNode (HDFS

master) and ResourceManager (YARN master) are hosted in a dedicated node, while every
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worker node hosts DataNode and NodeManager.

DataNodes hold datasets in the form of

data blocks, while NodeManager spawns computing containers. A YARN container runs either
an ApplicationMaster (AM)-an application-specic process that makes resource requests and
manages all aspects of the job) or a job task.

Figure 6:

Collocation of HDFS and YARN components in a computational cluster

In a nutshell, the resource allocation procedure implemented by YARN leans towards the
data locality optimization (i.e., it keeps the computation as close to the data as possible).
Furthermore, neither resource heterogeneity nor DPM technique has been taken into account
by the framework. Since the root cause of the energy ineciency lies in data layout scheme
[36], this work was devoted to a new data layout scheme that supports ecient resource utilization and eective application of DPM technique. Aspects to be considered are the resource
heterogeneity, data heterogeneity, and DPM practice.
Regarding to dierent types of physical machines, I calculated the computing rankings and
eciency rankings of server racks (See details in Section 5.4, Chapter 5 of the dissertation).
Using those rankings, I divided the cluster into three subsets of racks, including

•

High-Compute subset

SSc

containing

b K3 c

racks that have the highest computing rank-

ings;

•

Energy-Ecient subset

SSe

having

c|
b K−|SS
c
2

racks that do not belong to

with the highest eciency rankings;

•

the saving subset

SSs

formed by the remainder racks.
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SSc

and are

The proposed data layout algorithm (with the replication factor
as follows.

d

When a write request for data

(Algorithm 6) calculates block number

Bd

•

Bavg

Bd

with the average number of data

and selects

a DataNode in

Bd ≥ Bavg ;
•

by default) works

based on given information (e.g. type, size, block

size, etc...), compares the block number of input data
blocks

RF = 3

is submitted, the data placement algorithm

High-Compute subset SSc for storing all the rst replicas of input le if
Energy-Ecient subset SSe otherwise, and

or a DataNode

two random DataNodes on the same remote rack for the two other replicas of a block.

Nodes in the saving subset

SSs

are never selected for storing the rst replicas of data. How-

ever, they still participate in the data placement if the NameNode picks them randomly for a
replication.

Algorithm 6

A new HDFS layout procedure

∈ [1, RF ]

Output: List of DataNodes {Lb,r ; r

} for block

b

if Bd ≥ Bavg then

i←

a random number in [1, . . . , |SSc |]

else

i←

a random number in [|SSc |

+ 1, . . . , |SSc | + |SSe |]

end if

j←

random number in

[1, ..., M (i)]

for b ∈ Bd do

Lb,1 ← DNij
. the rst replicas
k ← a random number in {1,...,K}\i
Lb,2 ← DNkl ; l is a random number in {1, ..., M (k)}
Lb,3 ← DNkm ; m is a random number in {1, ..., M (k)}\l
ESTABLISH data pipe and WRITE block b to selected DataNodes

on chosen

DNij

end for

Achieved results regarding the average number of busy servers, average energy consumption
per job, and mean response time per job are plotted in Figures 7-9. With the existing layout,
the number of busy servers is high and varying with a small change of the workload intensity.
On the other hand, this metric remains unchanged with the proposed scheme. In other words,
my solution improves resource eciency and gains the use of switching o technique.

As a

result, my proposal achieves a dramatic reduction in energy consumption (by over 50%) with
a small increase in response time (by

≈

6%) in comparison with the existing layout.
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Normal Dist.

0.087

5

Applications of results

The rst achieved result provides a set of scheduling heuristics applicable for computational
clusters of heterogeneous machines and a guideline that helps a system operator to select an
appropriate scheduling algorithm from a specic perspective.

The second result group points out the possibility of energy savings in computing systems
if dynamic power management (DPM) could be applied in cores of processors. It suggests a
prospective trend of future processor design and manufacture to enable switching on/o cores
dynamically and individually. Resource-aware algorithm in this group can be used straightforwardly in the eld of ecient resource management and allocation for multicore systems.

The third group provides the insight of how a big data job scheduler-Hadoop YARN allocates
resources among tasks and how a data layout scheme aects on system performance in terms
of energy consumption and service time. The proposed scheme is applicable in any context of
processing datasets that are stored in Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). Moreover, the
proposal of taking account of compute resources and data layout scheme should be considered
in operating any big data processing system to attain energy eciency.
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